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NEW QUESTION: 1
You are developing an application that use an Azure blob named
data to store application data. The application creates blob
snapshots to allow application state to be reverted to an
earlier state. The Azure storage account has soft deleted
enabled.
The system performs the following operations in order:
* The blob is updated
* Snapshot 1 is created.
* Snapshot 2 is created.
* Snapshot 1 is deleted.
A system error then deletes the data blob and all snapshots.
You need to determine which application states can be restored.
What is the restorability of the application data? To answer,
select the appropriate options in the answer area.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:

Explanation:
Box 1: Can be restored
When enabled, soft delete enables you to save and recover your
data when blobs or blob snapshots are deleted. This protection
extends to blob data that is erased as the result of an
overwrite.
Box 2: Cannot be restored
It has been deleted.
Box 3: Can be restored
It has not been deleted.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/blobs/storage-bl
ob-soft-delete

NEW QUESTION: 2
When comparing software iSCSI initiators with independent
hardware initiators, what will be the additional CHAP security
levels available for a software implementation? (Choose two.)
A. Use CHAP.
B. Do not use CHAP unless required by target.
C. Do not use CHAP.
D. Use CHAP unless prohibited by target.
Answer: A,B

NEW QUESTION: 3
A server with 16GB of RAM is only showing 8GB available after
boot, but before running any virtual machines. What method will
best find the issue?
A. Use xm dmesg to see messages logged during the booting of
the Xen hypervisor.
B. Look in /var/log/xen/xend.log for hardware-related messages.
C. Use dmesg to see messages logged during the booting of dom0.
D. Look in /var/log/xen/xend-debug.log for hardware-related
messages.
Answer: A
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